ABSTRACT Human activity recognition from the video is an important problem due to its potential applications in remote surveillance, content-based video retrieval, and in humanoid robots. Most of the visual activity recognition research in the last decade focus on recognizing basic human actions from wellconstrained laboratory videos and depend upon fully annotated video dataset for model training. Whereas activity recognition from unconstrained videos is still very challenging due to large variations in object appearance and pose, occlusion, and inter and intraclass variations. It is an extremely laborious task to prepare large scale realistic video activity dataset with detailed annotations of the human, object, and their mutual interactions in each frame. Although it is intuitive to model contextual relationships form fully annotated dataset, however, it is unknown as to how reliably multilevel contextual features can be extracted in the absence of annotated dataset. To mitigate these challenges, we propose a weakly supervised approach for complex human activity recognition from realistic videos. The proposed approach requires only activity labels for each video to train the model. A novel multilevel contextual features and context estimation procedure from the un-annotated dataset is also introduced. Restricted Boltzman machine is used to systematically integrate multilevel contextual features. We evaluate the proposed approach on benchmark realistic surveillance video datasets for human-human and human-object interaction activity recognition. The experimental results show improved accuracies on benchmark datasets without using fully annotated datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Video content is now ubiquitous and is an essential part of our daily life. A huge amount of video clips is recorded by surveillance cameras round the clock and uploaded on the internet by users. The biggest motivation in developing automated human activity recognition system is the fact that it has a wide range of applications [1] , [2] . These applications include intelligent ground and aerial video surveillance, monitoring of elderly and disabled people, content-based video retrieval and compression, human-computer interfaces, socially assistive robots, behavioral biometrics, medical diagnosis, assessment and treatment (e.g., musculoskeletal disorders), sports video analysis and highlights, character animation and synthesis and many more. Initial research in
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhan Bu. human activity recognition focused on recognizing the activities of an individual performing mostly kinematic activities in a video. Similarly, most of the initial datasets released were recorded in a controlled environment with a simple background in which human alone was present in the video in frontal or side pose [3] , [4] . It was easy to detect human and annotate these small-scale simple datasets. Satisfactory results have been reported by a few researchers on such datasets.
The recent shift in computer vision research is to develop automated systems for recognizing complex human interactions from unconstrained videos captured in realistic settings that can be deployed in a real-world environment. However, current methods are unable to address new challenges raised by the nature of complex human activities and unconstrained scenarios. These methods dependent on fully annotated datasets during the training phase and need accurate human and object detectors at testing time. It is an extremely laborious task to prepare large scale video activity dataset containing many types of object manipulations with detailed annotations of the human, object and their mutual interactions in each frame. Automatic object detection from the unconstrained video is still an open problem in computer vision [5] . To overcome both limitations, we present multilevel contextual features extraction procedure from un-annotated activity video dataset without explicitly detecting human or object. Various frameworks have been proposed for human activity recognition from video. These existing methods can be divided into two broad categories: feature-based methods, and model-based methods. Each method has its own strengthens and weaknesses.
A. FEATURE-BASED METHODS
These methods extract spatiotemporal features from each frame and then summarize all video frames into a single representation to train a classifier whereas activity is recognized by matching features through trained classifier [6] - [10] . These methods detect local spatiotemporal key points from video frame sequence and represent local spatiotemporal patch centered at detected point using different multi-dimensional feature descriptors. Most commonly used feature descriptors are Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HoG) [11] , Histogram of Optical Flow (HoF) [12] , Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [13] , and SpatioTemporal Interest Point (STIP) [14] . An enormous number of features per video is produced by these methods. Some unsupervised clustering technique like K-means [15] is used to get a reasonable fixed sized vocabulary called visual codebook. Finally, video is represented as a Bag of Visual Words (BoVW) [16] or as Fisher Vectors [17] to train a classifier for action or activity recognition. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is the most widely used classifier in feature-based methods. These methods are based on features that are already established in the image domain and are invariant to scale rotation and appearance. These methods are simple and easy to implement, self-sufficient and are not much affected by occlusion. However, these methods for simplicity assume that all feature points are independent and completely ignore spatial and temporal relations in its spatiotemporal neighborhood. In reality, this weak assumption does not hold as location and motion of points detected on an object and on human dependent on the nature of human-object interaction. The standard local feature-based methods are only suitable for recognizing the simple actions of a single person performed in isolation and are not capable of recognizing complex human activities. Some efforts have been made to improve native and order less BoVW based methods by integrating contextual information into BoVW approaches [10] , [18] - [20] . Recently, mid-level features extraction methods are proposed [21] - [24] to capture the relationship between human and object at the semantic level and improve the discriminative power of low-level features.
B. MODEL-BASED METHODS
These methods capture the motion and appearance of objects involved in activity using probabilistic graphical models and recognize the activity through model inference. Such methods can be further divided into static models [25] - [28] and dynamic models [29] - [31] depending upon their internal graphical structure and modeling dependencies. Static models such as Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [32] and Markov Random Fields (MRFs) [33] , focus more on modeling spatial relations among objects during an activity. In [25] and [26] , spatial dependencies among local patches in each frame is automatically learned from video frame sequence using hidden CRF. These methods assume each frame is independent and video inference is based on majority voting. Dynamic models such as Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) [34] and Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [35] including their variants focus more on temporal dependencies and recognize activity as the temporal evolution of actions in consecutive frames. In [30] , [31] human pose in estimated in each frame and related to consecutive frames to the model the temporal evolution of human pose sequence. Although these methods are based on higher level features and its intuitive to integrate context in such methods, human pose estimation from the unconstrained video is challenging and still an unsolved problem in computer vision. Model based methods provide superior performance and are capable of modeling rich spatio-temporal and contextual dependencies in data but are computationally expensive and require large scale dataset as compared to feature-based methods to learn model parameters properly. Existing model-based methods focus only on one type of dependency i.e., spatial or temporal, and ignore spatio-temporal contextual relations and global scene structure.
To address the limitations of current methods, we propose a multilevel contextual model for recognizing human activities from unconstrained video using weakly supervised multilevel contextual features. To capture detailed spatio-temporal and contextual features at different levels, we divide a video (un-annotated frame sequence in our case) into a set of spatiotemporal bins (STBs) based on candidate object detections and tracking using novel similarity measures. We extract lowlevel features from STBs based video representation and form our baseline model (discussed in the methodology section). In order to capture structural, co-occurrence and interaction motion patterns among STBs of a video, we introduce midlevel contextual features based on novel contest estimation procedure. Since we do not assume the availability of human or object bounding boxes in the training dataset, we introduce a procedure to automatically measure the discriminative ability of STB in recognizing a certain activity. Our high-level features are based on the discriminative power of STBs in a video. Finally, our proposed multilevel contextual model systematically integrates features from all three levels to learn model parameters.
The major contributions of this research are described as follows. (1) The proposed system does not rely on detection of a human or an object and in this way is more stable than methods that explicitly detect human or object in a video which are influenced by the identification precision to various objects. (2) Our proposed technique spares laborious human work for object annotation and is applicable and feasible in huge scale video datasets. (3) We propose a unified model that incorporates context from all three levels simultaneously. (4) Experimental results show significant performance improvement over the existing methods on challenging real-world activity recognition datasets. FIGURE 1. Process of converting a video into a set of Spatio-Temporal Bins (STBs) used by our model for event recognition. First of all, moving parts in a video are detected using background subtraction and candidate object bounding boxes are identified from unlabeled video. Which are further refined, processed and tracked to get trajectory segments. Finally, the trajectory segments are converted into fixed-size bins called STBs.
II. VIDEO REPRESENTATION
The scope of this research is to perform activity recognition task given non-annotated dataset. The first stage of our proposed approach is to represent the input video as spatiotemporal bins (STBs). In the second stage, these STBs are used to extract low-level, mid-level and high-level features. The process of converting a video frame sequence into a set of STBs in shown in Fig. 1 . After receiving a video as input, we compute all possible candidate object locations and their bounding boxes in video frame sequences. An exhaustive search on each sample video frame for possible object locations is extremely expensive and unnecessary. In the pre-processing stage, to focus only on dynamic content and subtract background in a frame, we use Gaussian mixture model based background subtraction technique given in [36] . Given the foreground segmented frame, we apply state-ofthe-art Selective Search [37] technique to get possible object locations and their bounding boxes in each frame. Selective Search technique produces reliable, scale and class independent small set of candidate objects or object parts. We have a candidate object bounding box (COBB) for each detection. To further refine candidate object detections, we reject COBBs that either (1) do not have sufficient overlap with the segmented foreground (less than 50%), or (2) whose shape is extremely skewed (aspect ratio <= 0.15), or (3) size is very small (less than 3x3) or very big (greater than 100x100). Given the refined set of COBBs, our frame is now represented as f = {c 1 , c 2 , . . .} where c 1 , c 2 , . . . are different COBBs.
To capture the dynamic behavior of an object and its interaction with other objects, we track each COBB separately in consecutive video frames. Locations of COBBs in subsequent frames are concatenated to form trajectories During the tracking of a COBB, if no match is found for a COBB its tracking is stopped, and the trajectory for that COBB is recorded. If a new COBB is detected in a frame i.e., a COBB that does not match with any COBB in the previous frame, it is added to the tracking process. We use the following three measures to compute the similarity between COBBs in consecutive frames.
A. TRAJECTORY CONNECTIONS
It is observed that a COBB appearing in two consecutive frames has a strong trajectory connection. We compute state-of-the-art dense trajectories [38] among video frames sequence and compute trajectory similarity score s_tc c i , c j between two COBBs in consecutive frames as follows:
where num_traj(c i , c j ) is the number of dense trajectories that traverse between consecutive COBBs c i and c j , normalized by their area. The value of s_tc c i , c j will be higher when most of the points in two COBBs are connected through trajectories.
B. COBB PROXIMITY
We observer that displacement between any two COBBs in consecutive frames is very small. We compute the score, say s_overlap, between a COBB pair c i , c j based on their overlap area in two consecutive frames (f and f − 1). Mathematically,
where a higher value of s_overlap c i , c j means it is more likely that c i and c j are the same COBBs in consecutthe ive frame.
C. COBB APPEARANCE
Since the time interval between two consecutive frames in a video is extremely short, their appearance should be almost similar. We use normalized HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) color histograms, hsv(c i ) and hsv(c j ), to capture color information from different COBBs and use standardthe statistical correlation coefficient to measure color similarity, s_color c i , c j . Mathematically,
,
where, cov (hsv(c i ) , hsv(c j )) and sd (hsv(c i )) and sd(hsv c j ) represent covariance and standard deviations respectively. Higher value of s_color c i , c j means it is more likely that c i and c j are the same COBBs in consecutive frame. Finally, the sthe the core of all three measures are combined to get overall similarity score, score c i , c j . The COBB in frame f that has maximum overall similarity score with COBB in frame f − 1 is part of a trajectory of that COBB. Mathematically,
where, max is a standard mathematical function that returns maximum value from a vector, link c i , c j is a boolean valued function that will return 1 for a pair c i , c j that has highest overall similarity score and thus part of a trajectory, and 0 otherwise. In the post-processing phase, to improve the quality of COBB trajectories we remove all the static trajectories and the trajectories with very short length as compared to the video clip lengths as they do not contain any useful motion information. Given COBB trajectories of a sample video, we divide long trajectories into small ones to extract useful information from them more densely. Specifically, we divide long frame sequences into 15, 25, 35, 45, 55 and 65 frame sequences with 70% overlap between neighboring frames. Each COBB trajectory is referred to as STB in all subsequent sections. These STBs (originally tracked and scaled ones) now form our video representation. The process of extracting low-level, mid-level and high-level features form STBs is explained in next sections.
III. MULTILEVEL CONTEXTUAL FEATURES A. LOW-LEVEL SPATIO-TEMPORAL FEATURES
Given video representation as a set of STBs, we capture local appearance and motion patterns in each STB to form our low-level features representation of a video. Dense trajectory approach [38] is shown to outperform other competitor lowlevel features detection techniques. Inspired by their superior results and invariance properties, we use a dense trajectories technique to extracted motion patterns in a STB using the same parameter setting as in [38] . Appearance-based features i.e., HOG (96-dimensional) and motion-based features i.e., HOF (108-dimensional), Motion Boundary Histograms MBH x (96-dimensional), and MBH y (96-dimensional) are extracted from available trajectories. Descriptors are normalized using state-of-art RootSIFT [39] approach, i.e., L1 normalization then square rooting each dimension, as opposed to L2 normalization used in [38] .
Fisher vector encoding of features as opposed to Bag of Words encoding used in [38] and other competitor encoding schemes, shows improved performance of object as well as action recognition tasks [40] , [41] . We use state-of-the-art improved fisher vector [42] technique to encode descriptors. We first reduce the dimensionality of descriptors to D using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and then train Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with K Gaussians.
Given GMM having 2K parameters and reduced dimensionality descriptors, we encode descriptors using improved Fisher vectors technique. To get final normalized representation like [42] , we apply power and L2 normalization to improved Fisher vectors obtained in the last step. Finally, our low-level features descriptor for an STB is a 2KD-dimensional vector.
B. MID-LEVEL CONTEXTUAL FEATURES 1) CONTEXT ESTIMATION
Given our video representation, STB contains the trajectory of candidate foreground objects represented as COBB rectangle (x, y, w, h) , where (x, y) are co-ordinates of its top-left corner, w and h are its width and height respectively as shown in Fig. 2 . Activity happens only in these COBB regions in video fthe rame sequence. We now define the Contextual Neighborhood Region (CNR) of a COBB c i in frame f as a rectangle that encloses c i and most relevant COBBs in its spatial neighborhood in that frame. CNR is computed for each object in each frame to capture the motion of an object relative to the motion of other objects in its contextual neighborhood. Thus, instead of capturing interthe action of a candidate object with every other candidate object detected in a frame, we process only those candidate objects that are contextually related to the first candidate object. Capturing all possible interactions is computationally expensive and un-necessary. Let R (x, y, w, h) is specification of c i , then its CNR is computed as where, CNR (c i , f ) computes location and size of CNR of c i in frame f as shown in Fig. 3 . The scaling parameter α, determines the extent of the CNR centered at c i . It will increase the width and height of c i equally in all dimensions. We learn optimthe al value of α from training video dataset using cross validation. However, most existing techniques use predefined and hardcoded scaling factor based, e.g., [43] uses a fixed scaling factor of 2. While computing mid-level contextual features for c i , we consider only those COBBs that lie in the CNR of c i in f see Fig. 4 . Given CNR, our context estimation formula (see Fig. 4 ) is given below
where , 
is a boolean valued that takes two arguments i.e., CNR region of c i in frame f , and centroid of the c j , and returns true when centroid of the c j lies inside CNR region of c i in frame f , which also indicates that they are contextually related. Our data driven context estimation procedure identifies most relevant candidate objects in the spatial neighborhood of a COBB to avoid brute force approach (relating a candidate object with all possible candidate objects) during mid-levels contextual features estimation. We extract mid-level features among candidate objects only if context function returns a true value for them and ignore otherwise considering them irrelevant to a COBB.
2) SPATIO-TEMPORAL STRUCTURE AND CO-OCCURRENCE
It is a common observation that spatial arrangements of contextual objects around the target object and temporal evolution of this structural relationship are unique to an activity. The target of this section is to propose a descriptor to capture this essential information. We compute structural interaction and co-occurrence context (SIC) features from each video frame in the sequence. In practice, these features can be calculated along with earlier stages of COBB detection, tracking and spatio-temporal segmentation for efficient computing. Contextual features from frames belonging to a STB are systematically aggregated to form SIC descriptor. Our interaction descriptor consists of contextual features extracted from the CNR of each frame. Therefore, as a first step, we compute CNR centered around COBB using the procedure described in the previous section. Geometric polar structure [44] dividing CNR into radial and angular bins expanded from the centroid of COBB, as shown in Fig. 5 , is employed to extract contextual features. This makes our representation invariant to translation, so an object can appear anywhere in the frame. We divide CNR centered at COBB into r +1 radial and θ orientational bins as shown in Fig. 5 . The central patch which is at the centroid of COBB is taken as one circle. In this way, we get θ ·r +1 different bin indexed as B i , i = 1, . . . , (θ · r + 1).
A popular way in literature is to divide radials bins equally spaced [45] , [46] , i.e., to consider each type of context equal relevant regardless of its spatial and temporal properties. Motivated by the fact that objects or object parts that are closer to each other are more contextually relevant than the farther ones due to their direct interaction, we divide the radial length into segments such that it has finer scales near the center. Mathematically, assume 'w' denotes minimum of the width and height of the COBB, we divide the radial length of CNR centered at COBB into segments of length 0.5w, w, 2w, 3w, . . . , i.e., finer scale near the center as shown in Fig. 6 . We take the first scale half of 'w' to represent the interaction of object parts inside COBB. This representation of polar region enables us to capture diverse types of spatial relationship among objects and their context including object parts inside COBB, and the objects or their parts outside COBB positioned towards left, right, up, up right, up left, etc. along with their spatial and temporal co-occurrence. Given B-bin polar region representation of CNR around the centroid of COBB in a frame and STB representing temporal segmentation of COBB track, we compute two types of contextual interaction feature descriptors for STB: (1) spatiotemporal structure and co-occurrence, and (2) interaction motion pattern. The first descriptor is explained here and the second in the next section.
We use frequency histogram and Bag of Words (BoW) approach to represent spatio-temporal structural and co-occurrence information. (see Fig. 7 ). For each COBB in STB, we assign it to the nearest bin of polar region of CNR in that frame based upon a Euclidian distance measure between the center of each bin and centroid of COBB. Then we count numbers of COBBs that fall in each bin and get B-dimensional histogram vector for STB. Suppose a STB contains f frame sequence from 1 to f , and p f i , denotes the centroid of i th COBB in frame f, with each COBB in its CNR is assigned to one of the polar bin from 1 to B. The B dimensional histogram h for this STB is
This B-dimensional histogram then captures spatio-temporal structure and co-occurrence of objects and their interaction in the contextual neighborhood. This histogram is normalized by dividing with total number of observations to ensure it sums to 1. This normalized histogram is then used as spatiotemporal structure and co-occurrence context descriptor.
3) INTERACTION MOTION PATTERNS
The motion patterns of an object, parts, and objects in the context neighborhood are strongly linked with the activity being performed. When objects or their parts interact with other objects, their positions change from one bin to another bin in a video frame sequence according to our polar region representation discussed earlier. 
We normalize this 2D histogram dividing it by total number of observations in h b, b . Finally, this normalized 2D histogram is converted to a B 2 dimensional vector to get IMP features descriptor for STB (see Fig. 7 ). Our proposed IMP has some key characteristics: (1) Minor changes in centroids of COBBs in frame sequence occur very frequently and most of the times are due to noise or imperfections in calculating the bounding box of COBBs. In our representation, only signification change in centroid that positions an object outside of its existing bin location is considered interaction motion. This makes our descriptor robust to small noise and invariant to intra-class differences in performing the same activity by different persons. Methods that process exact measurements of locations [47] usually face these problems. (2) Motion occurring near the target object is more important and thus recorded more densely. Our representation captures motion patterns more densely near target COBB due to fine radial scale near centroid. Motion weighting proportional to its displacement from the centroid of target COBB is implicit in our representation. 
C. HIGH-LEVEL DISCRIMINATION FEATURES
In our proposed system, we detect a large number of patches from each video frame. These patches contain candidate interacting objects and a lot of other objects that may not be relevant to activity recognition task. Training model on data that contains a lot of irrelevant material results in a poor learned model and increased training time. We propose to learn features that can capture the discriminative power of STBs in recognizing activities under weakly supervised settings. Integrating these features with others in this study, will result in better trained model and increased testing accuracy.
1) DISCRIMINATIVE STB EXEMPLAR DETECTORS
We extend and modify the method of automatic learning of discriminative image patch detectors for scene classes given in [48] to automate learning of discriminative STB detectors for activity classes from video dataset. The method of [48] consists of three phases: seeding, expansion, selection. The authors use only appearance features (HoG) to seed their algorithm with an initial set of image patches, that suits to their domain of static images. In our case, we select an initial set of STBs based on appearance, motion and context features (computed earlier for each STB) for seeding. This is very intuitive as our dataset is video samples; rich in appearance as well as motion content, and local contextual features captured from STBs are very important for recognizing fine-grained activities.
A STB to be discriminative it should occur more frequently only in one type of activity class videos, but very rarely in other activity class videos. To quantify discriminative power, say dp, of a STB we compute it as follows: dp = # STB |STB ∈ knn (STB) ∧ class STB = class(STB)
where, dp is the ratio of STBs belonging to the same class among its k nearest neighbors, class(STB) denotes the activity class label of STB provided in training video dataset, and knn (STB) is popular k-nearest neighborhood (KNN) approach. The similarity measure, say sim, used in KNN is sum of normalized Euclidian distances between appearance (HoG), motion (MBHx and MBHy) and context features (CF) of two STBs. Mathematically,
f ∈ {HoG, MBHx, MBHy, CF} (11) where, AVG f is the average of Euclidian distances between STBs for feature f , and w f represent the weight of feature f . The weights can be learned from training data or set to 1 f , in order to give equal weight to each type of feature. Higher value of dp means STB has high discriminative power, and vice versa. We rank STBs based on their dp score. Top few STBs form seeding set whose exact detail is given in the experiments section.
Given seeding set, we learn and select M discriminative STB exemplar detectors for each activity class following the same parameter setting given in [4] . Suppose, there are Q activity classes in a dataset, then total number of different exemplar detectors are N = M × Q. Each exemplar detectors E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e N }, is a trained weight vector.
2) MAX AND AVERAGE POOLING
It is very intuitive that a video belongs to an activity class if it has more discriminative STBs for that class than others. Given discriminative STB exemplar detectors E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e N }, our patch discriminative features descriptor captures occurrence of discriminative STBs for different activity classes in a video sample. Given a video sample V = {STB 1 , STB 2 , . . .}, we apply all exemplar detectors E, on each STB in a video sample and store their responses, say res (V , E). Mathematically, response of a STB computed as below:
where, STB, e i denotes the inner product between exemplar part detector e i and STB of a video sample. Next, we apply the operation of max pooling on res (V , E) and take maximum response of each part detector in a N-dimensional vector, say A (V , E). Mathematically,
where, A (V , E) is a N -dimensional vector having maximum response of part detectors E, with respect of a video V . Max pooling technique considers only highest response ignoring all others. If the difference between highest response and all others is high then we may not get desirable results. So, we use both max and average pooling and combine them to get a better representation. We also apply operation of average pooling on res (V , E) and take average response in a N -dimensional vector, say B.
where, B(V , E) is a N -dimensional vector having average response of part detectors E, with respect to a video V . To get our final patch discrimination features descriptor for a video sample denoted by PDF, we sorted both A and B in descending order and concatenate their values in a 2 × N dimensional vector.
IV. MODEL LEARNING AND INFERENCE
Let l, m and h, denote the low-level, mid-level and highlevel features descriptors respectively extracted form a video sample using procedures explained above. Let h m and h h , denote the binary hidden units that represent the middle level representations of high-level and mid-level features respectively. Let y be the K dimensional (where K denotes the number of events to recognize) binary-coded vector (1-of-K coding technique) corresponding to output action classes. Given the graph structure in Fig. 8 , the energy function of the multilevel contextual model is
where, W 1 , V 1 , W 2 , V 2 are weight matrices and θ is the set of model parameters. Given the energy function in (15) , joint probability of all model variables y i ,l i ,m i ,h i ,h m , and h h is
where,
, is partition function, v and h denote all visible and hidden units in the model.
A. MODEL LEARNING

Given training data {y
, the log likelihood function of data is
In which we learn model parameters by maximizing the log-likelihood functions, i.e.,
For the brevity of the syntax, all visible and hidden units in the model are referred to as v and h respectively in the following discussion. We use stochastic gradient ascent method to solve the optimization problem in (18) . The gradients of the log-likelihood with respect to θ are calculated using relation given in [49] as
where E denotes model energy given in (15), and . P data called data-dependent expectation is the expectation with respect to distribution:
, where the second factor is empirical distribution i.e., P data (v) =
N i δ(v − v i ). The operator . P model is known as model's expectation and is computed as the expectation of model w.r.t model distribution described earlier in (16).
The exact learning of model is intractable as the computational cost of data-dependent, as well as model-dependent, are very high. The computational cost of direct calculation of data-dependent expectation is exponential in the number of hidden units, and that of model-dependent expectation is exponential in the number of hidden and visible units. Therefore, we use an approximate learning technique to solve optimization in (18) . Similar to [49] , we use mean-filed based variational inference to calculate data-dependent expectation and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) for estimating model-based expectation.
Our training process is divided into two phases. In the first phase, we divide our model into sub-models and use greedy layer-wise pretraining [50] , to learn a stack of restricted Boltzmann machine (RBMs). Independently learned parameters of each individual RBM serve as initialization for our model. In the second phase, we learn an optimal set of parameters through joint optimization using approximate learning technique discussed in [49] . Following the concept of [49] we divide our model into 5 sub-models:
and RBM 5 (h h , y). After parameters are initialized through pre-training, we learn model parameters through joint optimization using stochastic gradient ascent method [49] . To calculate gradient, we first need to estimate data-dependent and model-dependent expectations as shown in (19) .
We use variational posterior in place of true posterior for estimating data-dependent expectation. In mean-filed based variational inference, we approximate true posterior distribution of hidden variables by variational posterior i.e.,
Assuming all the hidden variables in variation distribution Q(h|v; µ), are independent, it can be factorized as
where µ = {µ m , µ h } are mean-filed variational parameters with q (h i = 1) = µ i . We get mean-field approximation as
where, σ (x) = 1 1+exp(−x) , is the logistic function. We can now easily calculate data-dependent expectation using above estimates of variational parameters as follows
After obtaining data-dependent estimation, we need to find out model's expectation. For this purpose, we use MCMC approximate sampling technique. h by running a Gibbs sampler. Using these, we can find the modeldependent expectations as
Given estimates of data-dependent and model-dependent expectations, we calculate gradients of the log-likelihood with respect to θ using W. Finally, we train proposed model using the following learning rule For t = 0: T do For n = 1: N do Interatively update µ for hidden units using mean-filed based variational inference till converge using (22) 
End For
where, ε is the learning rate, and θ is a set of all model parameters. Algorithm 1 presents the procedure of learning our proposed model. The time complexity of the learning algorithm is O TNM 2 , where N is the number of samples in the training dataset, M is the number of nodes in the proposed model, and T is the number of iterations for learning.
B. MODEL INFERENCE
Given features descriptors l, m, and h for a query video along with model parameters θ learned from activity video training dataset, the proposed hierarchical context model can recognize activity A * in video using posterior probability as
To calculate the posterior probability in (26), we have to marginalize over all hidden units in h m , and h h , whose exact solution is intractable. However, we can use Gibbs sampling method to find the inference efficiently. Given l i ,m i and h i as observation vectors during testing phase, we first randomly initialize h m ,h h , and y, and then iteratively samples them given their adjacent units. After burn-in period, we collect samples of y and use them to calculate the approximate marginal probability of y using its frequency distribution in the Gibbs samples. Algorithm 2 gives the detailed procedure of calculating inference. Time complexity of proposed inference algorithm is O M 2 CT , where M represents number of
(1) l,m, and h feature descriptors computed from query video (2) Model parameters θ learned from activity video training dataset Output: P (y a = 1|l i ,m i ,h i ; θ ) for a = 1, . . . 
Find P(y a = 1|l i , m i , h i ; θ ) with the samples; nodes in the model, C is number of Markov chains, and T denotes Markov chain length.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed unified framework in recognizing different human activities form unconstrained videos without any annotations. The proposed system recognizes different type of human activities that are an integral part of any visual surveillance system. We evaluate the proposed approach on four real-world surveillance datasets. A brief overview of the datasets used in this study is given below.
First two datasets are VIRAT 1.0 Ground datasets and VIRAT 2.0 Ground dataset [51] . These are human-object interaction nature datasets that have the collection of realistic surveillance recordings from different school parking lots. VIRAT 1.0 Ground dataset (3 hours of videos) is recorded from different school parking lots. VIRAT 2.0 Ground dataset (over 8 hours of surveillance videos) is recorded from shop entrances, outdoor dining areas, construction sites and school parking lots. We used six person-vehicle interaction activities from each dataset: Unloading a Vehicle (UV), Loading a Vehicle (LV), Closing a Trunk (CT), Opening a Trunk (OT), Getting out of a Vehicle (GoutV), and Getting into a Vehicle (GinV). We use half of the videos for training and remaining half for testing as it is the standard division used by state-of-the-art methods on these datasets.
Our third different dataset is Combined VIRAT 1.0 and 2.0 Ground Dataset. In this dataset, we have six activities that are included in both datasets (LV, UV, OT, CT, GinV, GoutV) and included five more activities given in VIRAT 1.0 Ground Dataset. The five newly included activities are Running, Gesturing, Entering a Facility, Exiting a Facility and Carrying an Object. These 5 activities are different from the first 6 activities as these are not human-object interaction activities. VOLUME 7, 2019 These activities are included to test the applicability of the proposed method in non-human-object interaction scenarios.
Our fourth dataset is UT-Interaction Dataset [19] . This is a human-human interactions video dataset that is recorded in an outdoor environment (parking lot). Although the videos are recorded mostly with static background and little camera jitters but view angle is difficult (aerial like views). Same activities are performed by different individuals to introduce inter class variations. The dataset has 120 videos containing 6 different activity classes: Hand Shaking, Hugging, Kicking, Pointing, Punching and Pushing. Following the approach of state-of-the-art-methods on this dataset, we used standard 10-fold leave-one-out cross validation technique to present experimental results. We used Set 1 of the above-mentioned dataset in our experiments.
The objective of this study is to propose a weakly supervised method to learn human activities, therefore we do not use annotations provided by researchers of above-mentioned datasets to train our model. Furthermore, our system assumes that there is only one activity or event per video segment to recognize. Table 1 shows the computational complexity for the proposed algorithm comparing some classic algorithms. The complexity of proposed algorithm is same as in [53] , but our framework has the competitive advantage that it can operates on the un-annotated dataset. 
A. EXPERIMENTS ON PROPOSED FEATURES
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed mid-level contextual and high-level discriminative features. Low-level features of our model are taken as the baseline as they are established on the popular spatio-temporal local features (HoG, HOF, and MBH). Further, we use SVM model with standard Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel to prove the superiority of proposed novel features over baseline features. We use cross validation on the training dataset to compute the optimal values of hyper parameters of SVM. These experiments are conducted on VIRAT 2.0 Ground dataset.
1) BASELINE FEATURES
The baseline features are Low-level features of the proposed model that are based on state-of-the-art dense trajectories extracted from each STB and encoded using popular spatiotemporal local features (HoG, HOF, and MBH). BoW feature vector representation with RBF kernel SVM gives an accuracy of 48.01 percent on VIRAT 2.0 Ground dataset, as shown in Table 2 . 
2) PERFORMANCE OF MID-LEVEL CONTEXTUAL FEATURES
The proposed Mid-Level contextual features are evaluated with different contextual neighborhood sizes denoted by α. The results for the Mid-Level features alone and combined with baseline features are presented in Table 2 . We use 100 vocabulary size for BoW feature vector representation and hyper parameters of SVM (with RBF kernel) are learned using cross validation on training dataset.
From Table 2 , Mid-Level features alone do not perform better than Baseline features. However, when we combine proposed Mid-Level features with Baseline features their recognition performance is improved by 7 percent. Table 2 also reveals that α = 0.35, is the best choice for contextual neighborhood. It is highly intuitive as smaller values of α may ignore important interaction movement in the close neighborhood of a COBB, and a large value may involve irrelevant objects that decrease performance and increase computational time.
3) PERFORMANCE OF HIGH-LEVEL DISCRIMINATION FEATURES
To evaluate the performance of proposed High-Level features, we use α = 0.35, that give best results as shown in Table 2 . We evaluate the feature for different per-class discriminative STB exemplar number M to find its most optimal value.
From Table 3 , we can see that High-Level features perform worse than Baseline features and none of the individual feature is the best alone. When we combine High-Level features with Baseline the performance is improved by more than 6 percent. Table 3 also shows that most optimal value of exemplar size M is 250. 
4) PERFORMANCE OF COMBINED FEATURES
We further conducted experiments on the combination of Baseline features with both Mid-Level and High-Level features. We use most optimal values of neighborhood size and exemplar size from Table 2 and Table 3 i.e., α = 0.35, and M = 250. The results of all features combinations are presented in Table 4 .
From Table 4 , we see that combining both type of features with Baseline features further improves the activity recognition performance. We observe an increase of more than 10 percent by combing both type of features with Baseline features.
B. EXPERIMENTS WITH PROPOSED MODEL
After proving the significance of proposed Mid-Level and High-Level features, we go forward to show the effectiveness of the proposed model that systematically integrates features form all levels. In our model each of h m and h h have 50 hidden units. We first define the Baseline models and then show the results of proposed model with Baseline models and state-of-the-art models. We also compare our results to multiple state-of-the-art methods besides these three baselines.
2) PERFORMANCE ON VIRAT 1.0 GROUND DATASET
We compare our proposed model with three baseline models (SVM-All, Model-Low-Mid, and Model-Low-High). Average recognition accuracy of each event along with average recognition accuracy on all six events is shown in Table 5 . From Table 5 , we observe that baseline Model-Low-Mid performs best among all three baseline models. This result shows that our Mid-Level features contextual are very effective in recognizing human activities. The Model-Low-High as an individual gives worst result. The obvious reason of its inferior performance is that it is based on High-Level features whose main purpose is just to rank STBs based on their discrimination power and it does not extract any other features from STBs. Our proposed model gives best accuracy than all three baseline models on 3 out of 6 activities. SVM-All faces difficulty on OT and CT pairs of events due to their same appearance. The proposed model, by systematically integrating features from all three levels, can resolve ambiguity between OT and CT, and get better recognition accuracy on these two events. Our proposed model gives best overall results with an average of 73.14 percent, which is an absolute improvement of more than 11 percent over SVM-All.
In Table 6 , we compare the proposed model with state-ofthe-art methods on VIRAT 1.0 Ground Dataset. Here, our proposed model performs best for five out of 6 activities. Our proposed model outperforms method proposed in [52] by more than double in recognition accuracy. It also improves on a recent method proposed in [53] by more than 3 percent on average performance. These results prove that our proposed weakly supervised contextual features are very effective in recognizing complex human activities form realistic videos. VIRAT 2.0 Ground Dataset. Our proposed model shows a better performance than baseline methods in 5 out of 6 activities and highest average recognition accuracy of 74.41 percent among all the methods. This is an absolute improvement of 15.54 percent on standard classification method SVM-All and 7.76 percent improvement on state-of-the art method given in [53] .
The confusion matrices for all three baseline methods (SVM-All, Model-Low-Mid, Model-Low-High) and the proposed method on VIRAT 2.0 Ground Dataset are given in Fig. 9 . From Fig. 9(a) , we observe that SVM-All and Model-Low-High methods confuses between pair of activities that are same in appearance but executed in different order. For example, an activity pair LV (Loading a Vehicle) and UV (Unloading the Vehicle) would be very difficult to differentiate if we ignore the temporal evolution of activity. The UV activity will be equivalent to LV if we watch UV activity video in reverse temporal order. Our Model-LowMid and proposed model both use Mid-Level contextual features, that are combination of 1-D and 2-D histogram vectors (to encode the temporal evolution of activities), provides less false positives than SVM-All and Model-LowHigh methods. Thus, using our contextual Mid-Level features we can distinguish between activity pairs that are similar in appearance but has different temporal evolution. It is also Table 8 . This is the same combination of dataset used in [53] , [54] and [55] . We use half of the activity videos in this combined dataset for training and remaining half for testing. The recall (percentage of correctly classified activity videos over all test videos) and pression (percentage of correctly classified activity videos over all test videos) values averaged over all combined activities are presented in Table 8 . The results show a small increase in recognition accuracy by the proposed model over state-of-the-art methods. This implies that the proposed approach can also be very effective as a general solution to recognizing human activities and is not limited to only human interaction activities.
5) PERFORMANCE ON UT-INTERACTION DATASET
UT-Interaction dataset is a real-world surveillance video dataset that mostly contains two persons or person-person interaction videos introduced in [19] . Table 9 compares the proposed model with three already defined baselines approaches. It is clear from Table 9 that proposed model outperforms all baseline approaches by a significant margin. Among the three baseline approaches, Model-Low-Mid performs best. The performance is further improved by an average recognition accuracy of 6 percent when we use our proposed model by combining the High-Level features with Low-Mid features. Model-Low-High is the worst baseline approach as it does not utilize contextual Mid-Level features which is the key contribution of this research.
From Table 10 , we can see the superiority of proposed model over different state-of-the-art methods on UT-Interaction Dataset. Most of the state-of-the-art methods rely only on capturing local appearance and motion patterns of the target objects ignoring their contextual interactions and temporal order in performing different activities. Our baseline method Model-Low-High uses the standard lowlevel and high-level features captured from target objects only, ignoring contextual relations between objects and their environment and is unable to perform better than existing approaches. However, our proposed method integrates features from all levels and provides best results than the state-of-the-art methods.
The confusion matrix of the proposed model in Fig. 10 depicts excellent results on UT-Interaction Dataset. It is clear from the table that three activities i.e., Hand Shaking, Hugging and Kicking are always recognized correctly by the proposed model. Pushing and Punching activities give poor results as compared to other activities and are confused mostly with Pointing activity. The reason for this poor recognition accuracy is that Pointing gesture may be used implicitly in Pushing and Punching. Typically, persons may make a point like gesture one or many times when Pushing and/or Punching each other. However, in just Pointing activity no Pushing or Punching actions are involved. Hence, the proposed method shows higher accuracy in recognizing Pointing activity as compared to Pushing or Punching activities.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a new weakly supervised approach for video based human activity recognition. Our approach, which is free from explicit object detection, requires only video wide labels to train proposed Multilevel contextual model. We extract and track candidate object parts from video frame sequence. Based on the extracted candidate object parts, we estimate contextual neighborhood region for each detected part in each frame and construct trajectories. The trajectories of candidate objects along with their contextual neighborhoods are divided into spatio-temporal bins. Thereafter, we extract Low-Level, Mid-Level and HighLevel features from spatio-temporal bins-based activity video representation. Our Low-Level features are based on stateof-the-art local appearance and motion-based descriptors. Our novel Mid-Level features descriptor encodes motion and co-occurrence of candidate object parts and contextually related object parts. The High-Level feature descriptor selects most discriminating spatio-temporal bins using average and max-pooling. Finally, we introduce Multilevel contextual model to systematically integrate features form all three levels. Proposed model is trained using mean-filed based approximation and the model inference is performed using Gibbs sampling. The proposed model is evaluated on human-object and human-human interaction based real world surveillance datasets: VIRAT 1.0 Ground Dataset, VIRAT 2.0 Ground Dataset, and UT-Interaction datasets. Experiments show that our proposed approach outperforms all baseline approaches and shows superior recognition accuracy as compared to state-of-the-art methods on challenging realistic surveillance datasets.
Despite achieving promising results on state-of-the-art methods and practical applicability of our proposed method, it has certain limitations too. First, the current approach focuses on two interacting entities e.g., human-human or human-object. However, it can be extended to work on more complex scenarios involving many activities and multiple entities. Second, the proposed Multilevel model uses just one hidden layer at the Mid-Level and High-Level features. More layers can be added to Multilevel model to tackle complex activities.
Clustering methods are also used by many researchers for the optimization of the network model [62] - [66] . In case of multiple hidden layers, further experimentation may be required to find the best trade-off between increase in running time verses increase in recognition accuracy. Improving the system for real time and continuous activity recognition is an important future work.
